Recreation Center Zone Layouts

**East Boulder Community Center:**

**Zone 1-** Lobby- Enter through main entrance and turn to the right. All the hooks are located on the same wall.

*Entire lobby space pictured*

**Zone 2-** Main Hallway Ramp- Enter through main entrance, go past the front desk. Exhibition space starts at the top of the ramp and ends at the bottom. All hooks are located on the right-hand side wall when looking down the ramp.
View from the top of ramp, looking down

View from the bottom of ramp, looking up

**Zone 3**- Split between the bottom of the ramp and basketball gym wall- Hooks are located at the bottom of the ramp (left side when looking down), the wall near the entrance to the women’s locker room and exterior wall of the basketball gym.

Outside of Women’s Locker room

Looking up the ramp

Basketball gym wall

Additional hook not pictured

Opposing the door
North Boulder Recreation Center:

Zone 1 - Front Main Hallway- Directly past the front desk leading to the weight room entry. Hooks are on right left side walls.

Zone 2 - Main Hallway Ramp- Hooks are located on both sides of the ramp leading to the locker rooms and basketball gym.
Zone 3- Gymnastics Hallway- Go down the side hallway past the weight room. Hooks are located on both side of the walls, beginning near the childcare room, wrapping around the corner to the right, near the gymnastics viewing area.